
 
 

“Wear a Turban Day” at UNF 

Experience the taste of Equality, Love & Humanity 
ENJOY FREE Authentic Food 

Wednesday, October 24, 2018 from 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM  
@ Student Union’s Osprey Plaza  

 
 

Join the University of North Florida (UNF) Interfaith Center and members of Jacksonville Sikh 
community for a day to increase understanding and build bonds of FRIENDSHIP. Sikh Society 
of North East of Florida is providing turbans of various colors and showing us how to wear 
them.  
How do you look like in Sikh Turban?  
Learn about the Sikh faith.  
Develop your religious literacy!         
 
How do I tie a Sikh Turban (Pagri)? 
To begin, hold a long piece of fabric on the diagonal, and roll in the long edges. Then, grasp on to one 
end while bringing the other end behind and over the top of your head diagonally.  Wrap fabric smoothly 
at an angle around your head. After the second loop, carefully twist fabric on one side, bringing it down 
from your forehead and around, creating a ridge. Repeat this twist on every other turn so that the fabric 
crosses in front, working your way up. After several turns (about five, six or seven times for an adult), 
tuck in the end under the top of the turban; secure with pins. Carefully undo the first loop, and pull the 
remaining end (the one held in your teeth) underneath the front of the turban to cover the back of your 
head. Tuck the end into the back of the turban, and secure with pins.  Confused yet?  Hopefully the 
demonstration at Wear a Turban Day will shed some light on the delicate art of tying a turban.  
 

Co-Sponsors:  
• UNF Interfaith Center: http://www.unf.edu/interfaith-center/ 

• Sikh Society of North East Florida: http://jaxgurudwara.org/ 
Contact: Matt Hartley (m.hartley@unf.edu) or Sukhbir Singh (ssarsingh@yahoo.com) for more info. 
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